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ABSTRACT 

Non-renewability of petroleum products forced us to make many changes in the automobile industry which 

lead to economy growth.  Scarcity of petroleum products is the cause of search for alternative resources. Periodical 

lubricating oil also has a similar effect. Lubricating oil drain interval or replacement interval, if short, results in 

increase in consumption of lube oil and, if prolonged, reduces engine life and efficiency. To overcome these 

problems and to reduce maintenance cost, proper drain interval should be decided such that only degraded oil is 

replaced. IC engine lube oil degradation is due to various reasons like natural ageing, driving mileage, driving 

style, operating conditions etc. Under extreme operating conditions, lube oil degrades faster and loses its 

lubricating property earlier. To point out a proper replacement interval, both viscosity and dielectric constant are 

monitored in this system. By using dielectric constant difference in oil and hydrocarbon (fuel) the hydrocarbon 

contamination to be founded. The proposed system has advantage of increased percentage in determining 

degradation, because of reading both viscosity and dielectric constant. Also saves the conventional source of 

energy, engine life, efficiency, maintenance cost, etc by providing proper oil replacement time. 
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INTRODUCTION

IC engine lube oil degradation is due to various reasons like, driving mileage, operating conditions, driving 

style, natural ageing, etc. The essential parameters of lubricating oil are Viscosity, base number (BN), acid number 

(AN), density, moisture, etc. Under extreme operating conditions, lube oil degrades faster and loses its lubricating 

property earlier. Right now, the vehicle mileage or hours of usage is used as the parameter to determine oil 

replacement interval. When a vehicle is used for long distance travel, the oil degradation is not as faster as in the 

case of city driving. Visual inspection also fails to find correct replacement interval. Improper oil change interval 

increases maintenance cost, if done early, and blurs the efficiency and life of engine, if delayed. Previous research, 

done in this area reports, usage of viscosity, dielectric constant, capacitance, permittivity, TBN, TAN, oxidation etc 

as the deciding parameters. Reports refer to the separately or in combinations. Either way no cost effective method 

has been justified so far. In this work, we choose the viscosity and hydrocarbon contamination as the deciding 

parameters. These parameters can be monitored efficiently at reduced cost. Viscosity is one of the major parameters 

used to monitor degradation of lube oil. It can be measured using micro acoustic technology. Viscosity is inversely 

proportional to operating temperature. So, temperature is also measured using commercial sensor. Then dielectric 

constant of the lube oil is sensed using capacitive proximity sensor. The measure of both the viscosity and 

dielectric sensors results to find the effective level of degradation. Due to complexity and higher cost, the use of 

liquid hydrocarbon sensor is non-feasible. So, fuel contamination is derived using difference in dielectric constant 

of oil and fuel (hydrocarbon). To make the system as simple three sensors (viscosity, temperature and dielectric) 

are arranged in a single case. LCD and buzzer are enveloped in this system to interface with user to know whether 

the oil is degraded or not and also to show the current level of degradation. The power supply is taken from a 

vehicle itself for all components of this system. The monitoring parameters viscosity and dielectric constant varies 

with according manufacturer, specification and vehicle on which to be equipped. To make use of this alarm in the 

vehicle some minor mappings and changes are made. 

PRINCIPLE AND DESCRIPTION OF ELECTRONICS 

(a) Micro acoustic wave resonator: Micro acoustic resonator is employed in this work to monitoring viscosity. 

Basically, resonators are electromechanical device used for generate or to select the frequencies of specific range.  

It contains transmitter and receiver circuit which develops oscillations across oil and reads the change in frequency 

of vibration caused by an oil medium determines viscosity. There are many shear resonators like BAW (Bulk 

Acoustic Wave), SAW (Surface Acoustic Wave), etc are used in many fields and they have different frequency 

range.  

The deflection (𝛿) in resonator is usually termed as,  
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                   𝛿 = √2𝜇/𝜌𝜔 

Let µ be dynamic viscosity, ρ be mass density of oil and ω be angular frequency of the oscillation. 

(b) Dielectric sensor: Dielectric sensor determines the dielectric constant. It is a dimensionless number. 

It’s related to an electrostatics and also be a force of attraction at the medium to be measured. In other words, 

Dielectric constant (ɛ𝛾) is the ratio of capacitance (Cx) with some distance between plates of capacitor to 

capacitance (C0) of same capacitor in vacuum. In general, Dielectric constant is expressed as,  

         ɛ𝛾 =
𝐶𝑥

𝐶𝑜
  

 In parallel plate capacitor, distance between plates be (d), area of plates be (A), ε0 is dielectric constant at 

vacuum and the capacitance is expressed as, 

    C   =    (Kε0A)/d 

Formula derived for finding Dielectric fuel contamination,  

          Dielectric Fuel contamination, Fc =   ɛrf --- ɛro 

 Let dielectric constant of fuel is ɛrf and dielectric constant of oil,  ɛro. Fc determines the degradation by comparing 

Fc with percentage of degradation. 

 (c) Resistance thermometer: In this resistance thermometer, change in resistance determines the temperature as 

the voltage output. Due to mass production LM 35 brought to this system. The LM35 is a precision integrated-

circuit temperature sensor, whose output voltage is linearly proportional to the temperature (Celsius). 

SETUP  

The system consists of three sensors and which uses microcontroller 8051. The Microcontroller receives 

the outputs of sensors as analog output and which are converted into digital output using AD convertor MCP 3204. 

When degradation happens microcontroller sends signal to Buzzer and display the message in LCD. Below figure 

(a) represents the system. In order to equip the system with an engine, we attempted to provide the mentioned setup 

in the engine sump (i.e. crankcase) to get whether the oil is good or bad. In thought of fixing sensors in drain plug, 

sensors to be sorted into a single probe, so it’s simple to equip in the vehicle.   

  

Figure 1 
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EXPERIMENT 

 The values of degradation are mapped from each sensor’s to be correlated, compared and then designated 

into lookup table of microcontroller. When mapped values are reaches sensor the microcontroller send signal to 

buzzer and display the message. Pre-analysis of sensors: viscosity, the range of viscosity at which degradation 

happens is measured through output of resonator that’s determined by plotting graph for frequency output. Then 

viscosity is related with change in temperature. Hydrocarbon: hydrocarbon contamination is measured by 

calculating difference of dielectric constant for an oil  (ɛro) and hydrocarbon (ɛrf). The microcontroller makes post 

analysis that includes measuring average from three sensor and relation between those sensors. 

CONCLUSION 

This system is easy to adopt with all kind of the vehicles but simple pre-assessments needed about oil. By 

providing proper lubrication, engine components health would be safe with an effective performance. In which the 

percentage of degradation is précised by providing both viscosity and dielectric constant on the system. The 

proposed system also saves the conventional source of energy, engine life, efficiency, maintenance cost, etc by 

providing proper oil replacement time. 
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